Mike King Takes Woodrow Warmonger Wilson to the Woodshed!

Woody Warmonger began the annoying "tradition" of overplaying the National Anthem before every sporting event.
THE SETTING / FEBRUARY 1918

Though recently stalemated to Germany's advantage, World War I had been raging in Europe since 1914. The warring factions consisted of Britain, France, Italy and Russia on one side (The Allies), versus Germany, Austria-Hungary and Turkey on the other (Central Powers).

The war was triggered just a few weeks after Rothschild-controlled Serbian Nationalists, living in Bosnia (part of Austro-Hungary), murdered the Archduke of Austria Francis Ferdinand, and his wife Sophie. The Jewish Press of Vienna, Austria fanned the flames of war by falsely accusing Serbia of orchestrating the plot. The warmongers knew that a war with Serbia also meant war with its protector, Russia; which would then force Germany to come to the defense of its Austro-Hungarian ally; which would then bring France and Britain into the war on the side of its ally, Russia; which had old scores to settle with Ottoman Turkey. Italy would later join the Allies as well.

Knowing how this explosive Globalist game was stacked against Germany many years in advance, German Kaiser Wilhelm II urged his Austro-Hungarian ally to show restraint and talk with Serbia. But when Austria-Hungary succumbed to war fever, the pre-planned chain reaction went into motion. Now bound to fight Russia on Austria-Hungary's behalf, Germany reached out to France in a last minute effort to avoid war. But France and Britain, jealous of Germany's economic advancement and covetous of her markets and colonies, were chomping at the bit to take Germany down; and Russia wanted the warm water port-city of formerly Eastern Roman Orthodox Constantinople (Istanbul, Turkey).
All the parties, most especially on the Allied side, wanted something out of the 'Great War'. **All Germany wanted was peace!**

June 28, 1914: The assassination of the Duke and his wife lit the fuse of World War I, as planned!

Standing above, and helping to foment, the ultra-nationalistic folly of the Western Allies were the Globo-Zionist bankers, who wanted war for their own reasons; namely, Globalism, Communism, and Zionism.

Forced into war, peaceful Germany gained the early advantage on both of her land fronts, as well as at sea with her U-boats. Seeking to end the mutually destructive war, Germany had repeatedly offered generous peace terms to the British and French aggressors. All Germany ever really wanted was for the war to end and for things to go back to as they were. Unbeknownst to the Kaiser, the Allies had made agreements among themselves to not accept any peace offers from Germany.

In spite of British efforts to drag the United States into the war on its side (*Lusitania sinking of 1915, engineered by Secretary of the Admiralty, Winston*
The handlers of US President Woodrow Wilson had purposely delayed their planned entry into the war. The Lusitania luxury liner was used to smuggle arms from 'neutral' America to Great Britain. It was deliberately set up by Secretary Churchill to be sunk by a German U-boat in May of 1915. Contrary to popular belief, the U.S. did not go to war immediately after the sinking. Another 18 months, a Presidential re-election, and a dirty back-room deal would have to come to pass before Wilson's handlers decided to bring America in.

The refusal by the U.S. to join Britain's war finally changed in late 1916 when a dirty deal was struck between the Zionists and Britain. "You don't have to make peace with Germany. We will get our puppet Woodrow Wilson to bring America into the war on your side. In exchange, you must give us access to Palestine after the war." - said the Zionists to the British. (true story!)

In April of 1917, only months after having been re-elected based on empty promises to keep America out of Europe's 'Great War', Globo-Zionist pawn and former Princeton Professor Woodrow Wilson asked for, and received, a Congressional Declaration of War against Germany and Austria-Hungary. U.S. entry into the war would enable
Britain to divert troops southward in order to steal Palestine from Turkey (Ottoman Empire).

Just 1 month after his 2nd inauguration, the 'pacifist' Wilson switched gears!

Had it not been for America's entry into the war, the stalemated parties would have ceased fighting on their own and millions of lives would have been saved. But it would not be until well into 1918 that sufficient numbers of trained recruits would be ready to deploy in major combat operations. Before fresh new rivers of American blood would be shed (117,000 Americans would die of combat or disease-related causes between April and November of 1918 (1)), both Germany and Austria-Hungary communicated their desire for a peaceful resolution to Wilson, just as they had previously been proposing to make a mutually acceptable peace with Britain and France all along.

In a February 1918 address before Congress, the puppet warmonger admitted that, in response to his recent "14 Points" Statement, Germany and Austria-Hungary had indeed expressed general agreement with Wilson's high-sounding proposals. But in the next breath, the worthless Wilson casually dismissed these promising peace
overtures (referring to them as 'peace utterances') as unacceptable. You see, Woody's kosher handlers (Baruch, Schiff, Warburg, Morgenthau, Brandeis etc) wanted their long-awaited war for Globalism (the pre-planned 'League of Nations') and Zionism (the British theft of Palestine); and they certainly were not about to allow any Germanic peace proposals to derail the NWO Express.

The most astonishing of Wilson's lies that day was his description of what the eventual post-war peace was to be like. The fact that so many naive and war-weary Germans later bought into Wilson's empty promises, which were repeated throughout that final year of war, will contribute to Germany's bizarre, premature and unconditional surrender and disarmament in November of that same year, 1918 (Internal Zionist-Marxist treason also played a major role in Germany's inexplicable surrender.)

Let us review and analyze some of Wilson's most significant statements from that address, and compare his "peace without victory" promises to what actually happened after the war. Remember now, this Congressional address was made BEFORE American troops were sent into battle in any significant numbers - before 117,000 of them, and millions more Europeans, were to die needlessly in the soon-to-be escalated bloodbath.
Come on man! Join me in dying for Wilson's lies!

Dead American entangled in barbed wire. If only his mother, father, wife, kids, friends could have watched him die. What would they say to Professor Wilson?

WILSON

Address to Congress: Analyzing German and Austrian Peace Utterances

Delivered to the U.S. Congress in Joint Session on February 11, 1918

ANALYSIS

Right from the beginning, Wilson's use of the dismissive word "utterance" for the title of his speech is clearly meant to suggest that any peace proposals emanating from the Central Powers are not to be taken seriously. They are only "utterances", a word which describes a unit of speech in its smallest form and bounded by silence.
Meaningless sounds such as "ugh", "ah", "um" can also be classified as "utterances". Considering that mass death of American soldiers is imminent, yet avoidable, Wilson, or rather his handlers, are being shockingly juvenile and flippant in such a choice of words.

WILSON
Gentlemen of the Congress:
On the eighth of January I had the honor of addressing you on the objects of the war as our people conceive them. The Prime Minister of Great Britain had spoken in similar terms on the fifth of January. To these addresses the German Chancellor replied on the 24th and Count Czernin, for Austria, on the same day. It is gratifying to have our desire so promptly realized that all exchanges of views on this great matter should be made in the hearing of all the world.

ANALYSIS
This should have been hailed as fantastic news! Imagine. The President of the United States has put forth a broad framework for peace in Europe, and the German Prime Minister and Austro-Hungarian Foreign Minister both responded positively.
Before the U.S. had actually begun fighting, Wilson's '14 Point Plan' was intended to create the illusion of Wilson the peacemaker, seeking to avoid conflict at the 11th hour. The punch line was Point #14, which called for the establishment of an international body - The League of Nations.

WILSON
Count Czernin's reply, which is directed chiefly to my own address of the 8th of January, is uttered in a very friendly tone.

ANALYSIS
"A very friendly tone". More good news! We may still be able to avert an American bloodbath. But why the use of the word "uttered", again? Words mean things and "uttered" conveys hesitancy and half-heartedness. Why doesn't Wilson say, "stated" or "declared" or "said"?
The tone of Austria-Hungary's Count Czernin's response was "very friendly".

WILSON
He finds in my statement a sufficiently encouraging approach to the views of his own Government to justify him in believing that it furnishes a basis for more detailed discussion of purposes by the two Governments.

ANALYSIS
That's great news Woody! So, will you be inviting the Foreign Minister to the White House for a more detail-focused sit-down?

Talk is better than war; don't you agree, Woody?
WILSON
He is represented to have intimated that the views he was expressing had been communicated to me beforehand and that I was aware of them at the time he was uttering them; but in this I am sure he was misunderstood. I had received no intimation of what he intended to say. There was, of course no reason why he should communicate privately with me. I am quite content to be one of his public audience.

ANALYSIS

Here comes the negativity. What does it matter if the Austrian Foreign Minister misunderstood if Wilson had already received communication or not? The point is, the Central Powers want to talk. Why the petty drama about he-said / he-said? And note, yet again, the use of the word "uttering". This is deliberate!

The shadowy Edward Mandell House was always at Wilson's side and most likely helped to craft his address to Congress. An open admirer of Karl Marx, House worked for Globalist interests by serving as Wilson's handler. Wilson himself once referred to House as his 'alter ego', (my other self).
WILSON
Count von Hertling's reply is, I must say, very vague and very confusing. It is full of equivocal phrases and leads it is not clear where. But it is certainly in a very different tone from that of Count Czernin, and apparently of an opposite purpose.

ANALYSIS

We can see the game here now. Wilson knows that the real 'power' in the Central Powers is Germany, not Austria-Hungary. By opening his speech with somewhat positive talk about Austria-Hungary, Wilson makes himself seem reasonable. This gives him more credibility as he transitions into bashing Germany.

Chancellor Von Hertling was also very open to the '14 Points', but the Germans had to be vilified as 'Huns' and demons with the most vile and idiotic propaganda imaginable.

WILSON
His discussion and acceptance of our general principles lead him to no practical conclusions.

ANALYSIS

This is a contradiction. How can Germany accept "general principles"
(of The 14 Points), and then be faulted for offering "no practical conclusions"? **The final conclusions and details are what peace talks and negotiations are for!**

*Zionist moguls and Wilson puppet masters - Bernard Baruch and Jacob Schiff wanted war.*

**WILSON**

He refuses to apply them to the substantive items which must constitute the body of my final settlement.

**ANALYSIS**

Key words: "must" and "my settlement". Hey Professor, you're not talking to a bunch acne-faced, late teen students at Princeton here. This "exceptional nation" and "my way or the highway" attitude does nothing to promote peaceful reconciliation.
WILSON
He is jealous of international action and of international counsel. He accepts, he says, the principle of public diplomacy, but he appears to insist that it be confined, at any rate in this case, to generalities and that the several particular questions of territory and sovereignty, the several questions upon whose settlement must depend the acceptance of peace by the twenty-three states now engaged in the war, must be discussed and settled, not in general council, but severally by the nations most immediately concerned by interest or neighborhood.

ANALYSIS
Evidently, Germany prefers a peace settlement based on direct negotiation among interested parties instead of "international" bodies playing God with European borders. And notice how Wilson never actually reads nor quotes from the actual content of the German communication. Instead, the listener is left to blindly trust the philandering Professor's dubious summary of the German "utterances".

But a review of Chancellor Von Hertling's actual speech to the German Reichstag clearly reveals a very conciliatory and open attitude toward's Wilson's '14 Points', even in regard to international cooperation. (Here)
German Kaiser Wilhelm II had been proposing a true "peace without victory" both before and ever since the war began - a war which was forced upon Germany, and in which Germany was actually the last nation to mobilize its armed forces. Nevertheless, the Kaiser continued to be vilified by relentless propaganda.

**WILSON**
What is at stake now is the peace of the world. What we are striving for is a new international order based upon broad and universal principles of right and justice.

**ANALYSIS**
A "new International order", eh Woody? Ah, the penny drops!
We see the game now, Woody.

WILSON
(These problems) cannot be discussed separately or in corners. None of them constitutes a private or separate interest from which the opinion of the world may be shut out.

ANALYSIS
Again, Wilson speaks of "the opinion of the world" as being the only solution to ending the war. In other words, it's the New World Order's way or total war. No other peace proposals will be considered. Now comes Wilson's empty peace promises - monstrous lies which many gullible Germans eventually came to trust in.
Incredibly, just 9 months after Wilson's speech, in November of 1918, Germany took Wilson's phony peace bait. At a time when not one inch of German territory had been occupied by the Allies, Germany neutered its army and retreated. Jewish Communist revolutionaries then nearly captured control of Germany. A young, twice-wounded war hero named Adolf Hitler would later refer to the German traitors and appeasers as "the November Criminals".

*
Post-war German cartoon depicts the 'Stab-in-the-Back' by the Jewish-controlled 'November criminals', who then went on to dominate Germany until 1933.

* 

The shocking surrender of Germany (engineered by internal Jewish Marxists & Zionists) was followed by Wilson's Paris Peace Conference and its infamous Treaties of Versailles and St. Germain.

WILSON
There shall be no annexations...

ANALYSIS
Contrary to Wilson's empty promises, the post-war peace treaties carved out parts of Germany and Austria-Hungary and annexed them out to new nations such as Poland, Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia, as well as to Denmark, France and Lithuania.
Millions of Germans living in the Sudetenland and West Prussia were victimized and disenfranchised by the bizarre new borders drawn up at Wilson's 'International Peace Conference'.

WILSON and no punitive damages.

ANALYSIS
Contrary to Wilson's empty promises, the post-war peace treaties imposed massive, economy-crushing reparations payments on the now disarmed and helpless German people. Of the 440 clauses of the infamous Treaty of Versailles, 414 of them were dedicated to punishing Germany!

The punitive damages imposed upon helpless Germany contributed to the devastating hyper-inflation of the early 1920's. At its peak of the great inflation, prices were doubling each day as Germans carried their money about in wheelbarrows!
Peoples are not to be handed about from one sovereignty to another by an international conference...

Contrary to Wilson's empty promises, the post-war "international conference" placed 3 million Germans (Sudetenland) under the sovereignty of the new Western puppet state of Czechoslovakia. Those Western Prussian Germans who were not "ethnically cleansed" out of their homes were left stranded and politically disenfranchised by the transfer of that region to the new state of Poland.

Germans forced to live under Czechoslovak and Polish sovereignty would be humiliated and abused for the next 20 years, culminating with the massacre at Bromberg in 1939.

National aspirations must be respected; peoples may now be dominated and governed only by their own consent. "Self-determination" is not a mere phrase. It is an imperative principle of actions.

Contrary to Wilson's empty promises, the post-war peace treaties
denied millions of Germans (and other groups) of the right of self-determination. The German-Austrians were expressly forbidden from uniting with Germany, the Danzig Germans were expressly forbidden from being governed by Germany, and the Sudetenland Germans expressly forbidden from becoming part of Germany.

And Western Court-Historians wonder why patriots like Hitler got so pissed off!

American cartoon depicts Germany being force fed the harsh medicine of the post-war Versailles peace conference.

WILSON
All the parties to this war must join in the settlement of every issue anywhere involved in it; because what we are seeing is a peace that we can all unite to guarantee and maintain and every item of it must be submitted to the common judgment whether it be right and fair, an act of justice, rather than a bargain between sovereigns.

ANALYSIS
"All the parties to this war must join in the settlement", eh Woody?
"All the parties", except helpless Germany! After the war, a disarmed and deceived Germany was shut out of the post war 'international conference' and placed under a hunger blockade by the British Navy until she agreed to sign on the dotted line.

Helpless and deceived Germans were left disarmed, blockaded and occupied. The occupation of the industrial Rhineland would last until 1931!

WILSON
We are indomitable in our power of independent action and can in no circumstances consent to live in a world governed by intrigue and force.

ANALYSIS
Except of course if it is the USA "governing by intrigue and force". Then it's 'OK', because the USA is "exceptional".
WILSON
We believe that our own desire for a **new international order** under which reason and justice and the common interests of mankind shall prevail is the desire of enlightened men everywhere. Without that **new order the world** will be without peace and human life will lack tolerable conditions of existence and development. Having set our hand to the task of achieving it, we shall not turn back.

ANALYSIS
From the horse's own mouth: "New World Order...New World Order...New World Order". It doesn't get any more obvious than this folks.

The phrase did not originate with George Bush.
“There can hardly be doubts that **the unipolar world model has failed**. Louder and louder, peoples and countries express their determination to choose their destiny on their own, to preserve their civilizational and cultural identity, which contradicts the West’s attempts to keep dominating in the military sphere, politics, finance and economy, ideology.”

- President Vladimir Putin of Russia

And THAT is why the same geo-political forces which still extol the 'greatness' of Presidents Wilson and FDR all HATE Putin so much!

**WILSON**
I hope that it is not necessary for me to add that no word of what I have said is intended as a threat. That is not the temper of our people.

**ANALYSIS**

Naaaah! Now who in their right mind would take your gentle words and actions as threats, eh Woody? All you did was
issue a formal Declaration of War, raise and train a multi-million man military, and then deployed those awesome ground and naval forces to Europe; all while speaking of a New World Order.

Why should anyone feel "threatened" by such trivialities?

No threats intended, eh Woody? What do you call a Declaration of War and the raising of an army?

WILSON
The power of the United States is a menace to no nation or people. It will never be used in aggression or for the aggrandisement of any selfish interest of our own. It springs out of freedom and is for the service of freedom.

ANALYSIS
In the ensuing months, years and decades, the dead, displaced and maimed people of Germany, Austria-Hungary, Japan, Italy, Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia, Panama, Iraq, Serbia and Syria will beg to differ with that ridiculous claim.
Above: Japan - Vietnam - Iraq

America menaces no one. It only kills for 'freedom'.

WILSON

....our passion for justice and for self-government is no mere passion of words but a passion which, once set in action, must be satisfied.

ANALYSIS

Silly slippery sophistry and putrid Princetonian platitudes. In other words, German-Austrian peace "utterances" be damned. By his own admission, the 'peace-loving' Wilson will not meet and talk with anybody. The war must go on!

That's so easy for you to say, Professor Pinko. Neither you nor your elitist kin will be among the 117,000 young American men to die in the coming months. USA! USA! USA!
American dead awaiting burial after the Battle of Cantigny, May 1918, while the putrid pinko Princeton professor plays ball and wraps himself up in the American flag

― Jacob Schiff then came back to New York, (He was at that time head of The American Jewish Committee), and in my father’s home, in the presence of many prominent men, they decided to get rid of President Taft. They also made plans to get rid of the Republican Party and put in their own party and their own President.

They set up the National Democratic Headquarters at 200 Fifth Avenue and Henry Morgenthau Sr. was made chairman of the Finance Committee. I was made his assistant. I saw everything that went on because I handled all the books. Jacob Schiff and the Jews started looking around for a man to put up as President. They got Woodrow Wilson, a rascal who wasn’t worth the powder to blow him to hell!"

- Benjamin Freedman
Princeton University's Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs: where the "best & brightest" (barf!) from all over the world come to get brainwashed.